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Editorial. 
THE need of civil service reform is no more urgent than the need of education reform. Nor is it indeed so urgent. 
For, at the very foundation of all right and acceptable service, 
whether public or private, whether civic or military, must be a 
right preparation for tllat service. Such preparation implies a 
knowledge of certain things, and the ability to perform certain 
acts efficiently and well. The processes employed in imparting 
and acquiring this knowledge and ability are educational pro-
cesses. They are a part 0/ education itse?! If such processes 
be the wisest, most direct, and effective, the preparation will be 
the most complete, and the best possible for the individual, un-
der the circumstances. But if they are defective and inefficient, 
the preparation will be correspondingly imperfect, incomplete, 
and inadequate to secure the ends proposed. Or, to put the 
case in the most direct form, a defective education is certain to 
result in a defective preparation, or no preparation at all for 
whatever truly valuable service may be desired, either in public 
life or private life. H ence, it is self-evident that the quality of 
the service rendered must be determined by the quality of the 
training, preparation, or education received by the person or 
persons from whom the service is demanded. If the service be 
faulty, it is because the education has been faulty. To reform 
the service, therefore, the education must be reformed. Thus it 
appears that education reform lies at the ' basis of all reform, 
whether in morals or politics, in private or public affairs. 
Is there then' an actual need of a reformation in the education 
of this country? Do our educational agencies yield the results 
demanded by the needs of the nation collectively, and of the 
people individually? No careful observer can long hesitate to 
answer these questions; the first by an emphatic affirmative, and 
the last by an equally emphatic negative. The question is not 
just now, whether we expend too much or too little for educa-
tion. It is not whether we get our money's ''Worth for our edu-
cational investments. But the true issue is whether we realize 
the mental and moral results, the social and political advantages 
requisite to the highest attainable well-being of a self-governing 
people. The issue is whether our public schools of the various 
grades, including their accessories, the institutes, training 
scho:>ls, and system of supervision, are yielding all the beneficent 
results of which they are capable, or rather of which they may 
be made capable. If yea, then there remains little to be said ,' 
and nothing to be done but to preserve the machinery and keep 
it running. If nay, then either new and more efficient agen-
cies should be devised and substituted, or those already in ex-
istence should be so altered, amended, and improv~d as to be 
made capable of producing results commensurate with the needs 
of the people. 
That our public school system is right in theory, but few, 
probably, will deny. That its aims are wise and just, all true 
friends of a free government will admit. That in the main fea-
tures of its organization and management it is well adapted to 
meet the wants ' of a people to whom general intelligence is a 
prime necessity will scarcely be questioned. The scho~ls are lo-
cated in every' neighborhood. They thus bring the means of 
knowledge to every door- Their management, in the main, is 
left in the hands of the people most directly interested, subject 
to such general provisions by the state as are deemed essen tial to 
the success of the whole. In general, they are supported by 
local taxation supplemented by state aid. The territory is laid 
off into school districts. Each district elects its officers, and 
these officers select the teachers, administer the local finances, 
and exercise immediate supervision over its affairs. This local 
supervision is supplemented by a system of general inspection by 
county officers-in cities, by city officers-who also decide upon 
the qualifications of teachers, and organize the institutes for 
their professional improvement. The county superintendents, 
in turn, are amenable to a still higher functionary, representing 
the state at large, to whom all reports are ultimately due, appeals 
are made, and by whom the state funds are apportioned, and 
such general regulations are established as may be deemed neces-
sary to secure the most efficient working of the schools. Super-
added to these provisions in many states, teachers' seminaries are, 
established and supported with more or less liberality for the 
special preparation of those upon whom, more than all others, 
the success of the whole scheme depends. Voluntary aid, too, 
in the form of local and general associations of teachers and 
school officers for mutual improvement, together with private en-, 
terprise establishing educational journals and producing pro-
fessional works for teachers, make up an aggregation of means 
for the promotion of gei1eral intelligence which would seem to 
leave nothing wanting that can affect the grand result. 
But, as all human devices must partake of the imperfections of 
human nature, so a system of popuiar education cannot be with-
out its defects. These defects, however, are in matters of detail 
pertaining to the practical operation of the system rather than of 
principles inhering in the system itself. Such defects are . made 
apparent through experience, and are withii1 the reach of appro.-
priate remedies. They pertain in part to the organization of the 
system, and somewhat largely also to its personnel. The latter 
may .be summed up in the single but expre,ssive';yord, incompetency 
, . 
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The~e is n~t ~nly a surplus of incOl~p~ten't teachers ~nd incom-
petent school officers, but it must be confessed that behind and 
below them all, there is no lack of an incompetent constituency. 
The people manage the schools by electing offic~rs and deleg,a-
ting power to them. Were these functionaries in all cases intel-
ligently and wisely selected, teachers would be wisely selected 
and heartily supported. But ignorance and ' incapacity 
: re far from being extirpated from the masses of the 
people. In respect to education, its nature, wants, means, 
and ends, there is far less intelligence among the people than 
upon almost all other subjects immediately affecting their inter-
ests. There is no ot~er subject which so profoundly affects their 
well-being, prosperity, and' happiness. It. touches the secret 
springs ' of character. It has to deal with the mind and soul, 
with the capacity to' know, to feel, and to do. It is a matter 
which only the intelligent and the thoughtful can properly ap-
preciate, and concerning which they only can intelligently and 
thoughtfully act. But at the very ini.tial and vital point of ac-
tive operations, the election of officers, the vote of the ignorant 
and the unthinking counts equally with that ' of the scholar and 
the philosopher. 
The result is that school boards are not unfreqtiently composed 
of persons many of whom are both intellectually and morally 
unfitted to discharge the duties imposed upon them. The unedu-
cated are not proper judges of education, nor of the means and 
agencies essential to its development. Ignorant school officers 
are incompetent to determine the qualifications of teachers. 
Men in public positions who cannot rise above the promptings of 
selfishness, nepotism, and prejudice in dealing with public affairs 
cannot be expected to act with a single eye to the public 
good. And thus it is. The great overshadowing evil of our 
school system is ignorance and incompetence. Ign'orant and in-
competent school boards, elected by ignorant, indifferent, and 
undiscriminating voters, or appointed through the scheming of 
tricky and unprincipled politicians, are likely to bring forth frod 
after their kind, by selecting ignorant, inexperienced, and un-
trained teachers, who can do no less than reproduce their own 
deficiencies in the schools. With such .boards, cheapnesio is apt" 
to be the essential qualification. Learning, character, experi-
ence, and tile skill that is born of special training, are nothing' 
w~e!l weighed in the balance against ~ niggardly compensation. 
Men 0/ this stamp in charge.o/ public institutions are simply obstrttc-
tionists. Incapable of appreciating the importance of the work 
mistakenly committed to their charge, their sole ambition seems 
to be to save a few dollars at the expense of crucifying the best 
interests of the schools, and of humiliating and driving from the 
. profession the men and women of true 'worth, who respect them-
selves too highly to submit to the domineering of mere educa-
tional dummies. Here is the root of the evil running down deep 
in the soil, and only ¥et indifferently exposed to the lIght of day. 
We shall endeavor to remove another portion of the dirt that 
covers it in a future number of the WEEKLY. 
It is very much to be regretted, from the point of view of 
popular education, as well as that of patriotism, that many 
Southerners, not only of the baser class, but of those .who have 
something of "liberal education," cannot yet divest them-
selves 'of the absurd old-Hme race-prejudices. The only hope 
of the South, ultimately, is in general education. And yet, re-
cently, in Macon, Georgia, ne:-rly all' the lead~ng whites of the 
city signed a paper affirming tha~ they will not vote for any 
candidate not .pledged to oppose any increase in the school tax, 
which meant, in plain terms, no larger provision for negro edu-
cation, against which, indeed, a local paper took the strongest 
ground it could take. Such sentiments soon carne out in cor-
respondent action. The" Lewis High School, '" of that city, 
occupied a large building erected in 1867 by the American 
Missionary Association. It accommodated the colored public 
schools of the city, and also a normal school conducted by the -
Association. Near to it was the chapel of the First Congre-
gational Church of Macon, and the parsonage. Two attempts 
had previously been made to burn these · buildings, and a third 
attempt was finally successful. The fire department carne and 
looked on. They played on a c01:1ple of houses situate~ close 
to the school-house, belonging to white men, but refused to at- ' 
tempt to save .the building used by the negroes and abolitionists, 
saying that they had enough to do to save white people's proper-
ty. When the fire attacked the church the mayor earnestly be-
sought the chief of the fire department to try to save it, but 
he refused. The negroes are in utter misery and despair over 
the loss of their opportunities for education, and we have no 
doubt that their condition is being made more uncomfortable 
than when they were in slavery. 
In full keeping with the above exhibition of Southern feeling, 
is the rec 'nt narrow and ill-considered action of State Superin -
tendent Ruffner, of Virginia, ~vho publishes a letter in which he -:-
plainly declares that he considers " northern histories of the 
United States generally unfit for use in Virginia public schools." 
Only "Virginia-written histories," he says, are allowed by the 
regulations o(the State Board of Education. The reason is 
clear. The story of the Rebellion must be written to the stan-
dard of Southern taste and the old Southern notions. Thi~ is ' 
sad,j ndeed, regarded from any standpoint. W. 
There is a most fatal notion prevalent among superficial advo-
cates of a public educational policy, which seems to assume that 
there is some moral quality in arithmetic, reading, writing, etc. 
Now, a boy is not made one whit the better by all the arithmetic 
you can crowd into his head. He may be, for some purposes, 
more efficient, but he is not morally any better or more useful 
citizen. Men who know the most are not by any means most 
philanthropic and trustworthy. Of this the current history of 
our times furnishes abundant proof. On what ground, then, can 
the state support schools as it means of self-preservation? Most 
assuredly on no other ground than that these schools shall be 
trainers in morality and virtue. No other schools are any bul-
wark to the nation. Mere intelligence is not virtue, nor is it 
even akin to virtue. It is virtue, not intelligence, that is the safe-
guard of the state. Knowledge may be power, but it is not 
honor nor honesty. O. 
There are many, doubtless, who can nofunderstand why the 
state cannot maintain a system of public schools limited to the 
teaching of the ordinary branches of a common English educa-
tion. Such forget that the very spirit which is necessary to keep 
alive and active any interest in education must be a free spirit, 
an ambitious spirit, a spirit of noble emulation: The moment 
you set bounds to an educational system in this manner, that mo- . 
ment you begin a process which will ere long d'\Vatf and destroy 
it. The police argument for common schools, viz., that it is 
cheaper to support schools than jails and poorhouses, or the com-
mef(~ial one, . which says, Take my boy and make of him just t~e 
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sharpest, shrewdest business man you can in the shortest possible 
amount of time, are too low and ignoble to give permanent life 
and growth to an educational system. These considerations may 
move an unintelligent community to action, but they can not be-
get a permanent and healthful life in a school system. The 
very genius of education is expansion. It must be contin-
ually reaching for the unattained. The parent with a very 
limited education, who is satisfied to give his children only what 
he himself has had, will not give them that unless his own will 
be interfered with. The school system that has got its growth is 
like a town which is finished, it is ready for decay. Suc~ consid-
erations, we know, are not as tangible as cast-ir~m and granite, 
and are hence in great danger of losing their force upon the dull 
and stupid. But they are the true principles which determine 
the efficacy and perpetuity of any school system. When any 
state fully decides to limit its public school system to the mere 
.teaching of the common school branches, the time of decline 
has come, and it will not be long ere its educational system is 
circumscribed within much much narrower limits. O. 
In a meeting of a certain school board that we wot of, sever-
al of the members having been seized with the mania for econ-
omy, on~ of the members in a moment of inspiration hit upon 
a happy thought which he developed before the board somewhat 
in this manner: "Here we are paying our superintendent $2 , 0 0 0 
per year, and he has no capital ·invested. I have a capital of 
$20,000 or $ 30,000 invested in my business, and for the past 
year I have not made half that amount. It is preposterous. 
Everything is down, and salaries must come down. We are ac-
tually paying our principal more than I ,am making with all my 
labor and capital." .Now what was the answer 'to all this? For-
tunately there was the right man in that place. Another mem-
ber of the board, who was also a business man, and had several 
times as much capital (perhaps not as much credit) invested in 
his business, was ready with the reply. "No doubt it is so, 
friend --. I, too, have considerable invested in my busin<!ss, 
and put into it all my time and energy. Nevertheless, I have 
not added to my capital for two or three years past. But, friend 
--, a few years ago, when I was netting $ 10,000 a year, our 
superintendent and principal were working on at the same sal-
ary as to-day, and money was not worth more than half what it 
is now. .We take the chances of trade. When times are good 
lj.nd business brisk, we make largely, and when they turn we . 
make less or lose. But men on a salary have never any oppor-
tunities for large gains; they must depend on the little savings 
they can make from their salaries in the years when prices are 
down to prepare for the rainy day. Let us not forget that these 
savings are never large. No such men can ever acquire what we 
business men call a competency from their salaries. I hope we 
shall drop this matter of reducing salaries." And it was 
dropped. O. 
DRAWING F ROM DICTATION. II. 
Prof. L. S. THOMPSON, Sandusky, Ohio. 
BEFORE dictation lessons in drawing can be given, the meanin'g of the . terms to be used must be made plain. The meaning of right, left, up-
per, lower, above, below, top, bottom, straight, crooked, vertical, horizontal, 
slanting, or oblique, middle, anp. inch, should be taught as a preparation for 
the simple~t exercises. 
Some of these words will be familiar to the youngest school children. 
Others will require careful illustr-ation and considerable drilling to make the 
pupi~s thoroughly a~ .ease in th~ir use. Ask the children to raise; their riiht 
hands, their left hands, until they can, without hesitation, raise whichever 
hand may be called for. Ask them to point to the right sides of their slates, 
the left sides, the upper parts, the lower parts, the tops, the bottoms. Place 
one hand above another, below another; one book above another, below an-
other. 'Teach the meaning of vertical, by holding a stick with one end point. 
ing directly upward, and the other end pointing directly downward. Also, 
point out things in the schoolroom that are vertical, such as the' sides of the 
d_oors, the sides of the wlOdows, parts of the sash, etc. Draw a vertical line 
on the blackboard, and have the children draw a similar line on their .lates. 
Show them that the line on their slates will not be vertical unless they hold 
their slates vertical, but that it is common to call a line on a slate, or paper, 
vertical, when one end points toward the body, and the other end from the 
body. 
Teach the meaning of horizontal and slanting, or oblique, in a manner 
similar to that of teaching the meaning of vertical. Show the difference be-
tween a straight line and a crooked line. Do not allow the children to sup' 
pose that straight means vertical or horizontal. Let them see that a straight 
line may be vertical, slanting, or horizontal. Illustrate the length, one inch, 
by means of an inch marked on slips pf paper, or by placing before each 
child a square piece of card-board, one inch on each side. 
As a further preliminary exercise, ask the pupils to draw, not from sight, 
or copy, a vertical straight line one inch long, and then to point to the top of 
it, the bottom of it, the middle of it. Have them draw a horizontal straight 
line, and point to the left end, right end, middle. When they can readily un -
derstand these directions, the following lesson may be commenced . • If a 
lesson in drawing is given every day, one or two lessons per week, in the 
lowest gr~de, may be dictation lessons, while the other lessons may be from 
copy and memory. 
LESS ON I. 
At the centre of the slate or paper, draw a vertical straight lin~, one inch 
long. Place a point at the middle of this straight line. Through this mid-
dle point draw a horizontal straight line, one inch long, half an inch being to 
the left of the middle, and half an inch to the, right of the middle. 
R emarks-Each of the above directions should be given separately, and, 
after each separate direction, time should b~ allo for all the pupils to 
complete as much of the y ork as had preViously b called for. After the 
whole work is completed the teacher may make t · 
dictated, and allow the children to correct their work by looking at her 
drawing. If 'the pupils fail to hear, or to compreh; nd the directions of the 
teacher at any time, they should not be allowed to look at the work of oth-
ers. The directions may be repeated by the teacher, or. she may give such 
indiVidual explanations as she may think necessary . 
LESSON II. 
Repeat the directions of Lesson I. , and then add the following: Draw, 
an oblique straight line from the upper end of the vertical lille to the left end 
of the horizontai line; another oblique line from the upper end of the ver-
tical line to the right end of the horizontal line ; another, from the left end 
of the horizontal line to the lower end of the vertical line; another, from the 
right end of the horizontal line to the lower end of the vertical line. 
Rtmarks!"' A square will be formed by the last four lines. The children 
will be quite apt to make it, and to call it, a diamond· shaped figure. Show 
them what a squa~e is; that it contains four equal side;; and four equal cor-
ners. Show them that in a diamond the distance between opposite corners, 
when measured one way, IS greater than the distance between opposite cor-
ners, when measured the other way. Lose no opportunity to give the chil-
dren correct ideas, whether they succeed in making perfect lines and figures 
m~ f 
THE DUTY OF THE HO l:IR. 
A. D . MAYO, Springfield, Mass. 
THE most noticeable thing in educational affairs, at present, is the indica-tion of a wide-spread agitation on the Amencan system of common 
schools. Presidential messages are good national weather-signals, and for 
the first time in American history, the President of the United States, in his 
inaugural address, enforces the necessity of national aid for the educati'on of 
the people. Fifteen years ago, in the Northern states, it was difficult to force 
into a great public journal an article treating of the public schools. But to-
day every newspaper of the least claim to eminence bristles witli spicy and 
radical columns on this theme. Half our state legislatures during the past 
winter have been bristling with educational-bills that would work the mos 
- .-:-
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sweeping changes in our present system; and on no subject of municipal 
government is thete more earnest and bitter controversy than supplies for the 
public training of the children. 
This thorough awaking of the American people to the theme, next to re-
ligion, incomparably the most momentous of its private and public relations, 
like all great revivals, is fraught with a double meaning. When the ice 
comes tearing down the 'valley of the Connecticut ill the spring freshet, it is 
an open question whether it will deepen the old channel, or take a mighty 
lurch across a broad meadow, and toss a dozen ~iles of farm over into an-
other township. A great deal of this popular excitement on the education of 
the people bears a hopeful look, but it cannot be denied that a great deal is 
an uprising against our whole American idea, and bodes only mischief in the 
near future: There are several classes in all our states opposed to our 
accepted American idea of ' schooling the whole people at public expense. 
The ecdesiastics, who propose to bring up the children of their own sects ex-
clusively under priestly rule; the ultra secula~ists, who are looking desper-
ately to get their theory of next-to-no government, with the ignoring of all 
moral or religious signific"nce in public affairs, endorsed in the most vital 
part of American life-the common schQolroom; the grvwing clas3 of vulgar 
and sordid rich men, whose life is a prolonged howl against taxation; the 
more dangerous class of educated and social exclusives, who propose to kick 
away the educational ladder by which they have risen to eminence, and doom 
the youth of all futnre generations to keep each in his own sphere; the great 
throng of principals and p:ltrons of waning private and sectanan schools and 
colleges, who oppose the gropth of the free higher education as death to 
their interests; the politicians, who would gladly perpetuate the deplorable 
ignorance tliat still holds mIllions of the people in bonds ;-each of these 
classes is sufficiently powerful to breed disturbance; all together, they make an 
army able to inaugurate a rebellion against public education, more dangerous 
and far-reaching in its results than that against which we fought in arms fif-
teen years ago. 
Now, what are the friends of the school doing to COlll1teract this onset 
against the most precious American institution? It is getting evident that 
something must be doneiPe~dily, or an injury will be inflicted on the schools 
that will require years f!r reparation. The most dangerous of all attitudes is 
the good-natured confide ' that .. all will come out right " if nobody in 
particular does anything. atking .. COIIUS Ol4t rigkt" of itself ilt Alluri-
call affairs. Every American institution, our whole framework of society 
and government, is the fruit of determined and persistent toil and sacrifice, 
and any cessation of conscientious toil will imperil any and every thing we 
hold most dear. Th~re is a great call, just now,for a revival of the Amer-
- icall p~ople on the subject of popular ~ducation, and to that H great awaken-
ing" every wise friend of the common school will address himself without 
delay. 
In this work we only follow the well-known law of the pop,ular rev ivai in 
all regions ot life. When the church is dead, and religion going behind, the 
first thing needful is to wake up the professors of religion in the church. Ten 
righteous men will sa,ve any Sodom; and the school will be ' not only saved, 
but carried forward to its final success, if they who are set to guard and keep 
it are thoroughly alive to their duty. 
This movement must begin by a gnat ~ffort , .t seif-examinatiolt and COIl -
ucration amo"g the t~achers of the schools. About all the valid arguments 
of the enemies of public education are drawn from the short-comings and 
, failures of the schools them,elves. We hone3tly believe that the most dan-
gerous element in this 'wide-spread criticism and oppo.ition to the schools, is 
the incompetence al,ld carelessness of multitudes of teachers; in all grades of 
public instruction. It must be acknowledged that millions of money are 
thrown away on teachers who teach only 'in name;. who neither hy intelli- , 
gence, nor character, nor devotion to their work, are entitled to the confidence 
of the people. This fact is better known to the higher part of the profession 
than to anybody outside; it is evident to every scho'ol committee or -superin-
tendent of schools;, to every editor of an educ'ational journal who is fit to 
write on the topic-in which he aims to lead the people. The most impera-
tive duty now is that the whole upper side of the teaching profession should 
, rise up and demand a reform in the teaching force of the country. The 
leading teachers of all the states should in some way combine to create a pub-
.!ic opinion that will compel every country schoolmistress to look to ~er own 
poiition; force the school committees to insist on higher qualifications; urge 
\he establishment of training or, normal schools for 1'rofessiDn!l1 trailZing 
44m; .c;!aim the rigid supervision of school work as the only condition of 
taking state money; and greatly tone up the whole body that is entrusted 
with the care of the children. One of the chief elements of weakness in 
this warfare of the schools is the fact that the teachers cannot be massed in a 
phalanx that is able not only to defend it~ position, but to make head against 
opposItIon. A well compacted army of professional people, well trained and 
competent for their work, can march anywhere in America, and command the 
popular assent to any reasonable thing. If the teachers of America have 
such a body, the friends of educ~tion would be far more hopeful than now of 
the issue of our present struggle with the enemies of the common school: 
The ability and character of any teacher will now be gauged by the ,earn· 
estness with which he enter. o'n the work of exalting his own profession, a~d 
making it competent to defend itself against all ~omers on the broad arena of 
American life. 
The second work to be done, both by the professional and unprofessional 
intelligent friends of the schools, IS to inaugurate a thorough system of popu-
lar instrtlction on this theme. If the masses of the people read and thought 
no more on political than they now do on educational mat-
ters, the Republic could be overturned in one Presidential 
campaign. It is becau~e the leading journals and the (oremost 
statesmen, no less than the most ignorant class of political partis!lilS, in 
the smallest country town, are filling the ears of the people with ' in-
formation, forcing them to talk, and think, and vote, that the ship of state holds 
its way through stormy seas of rev"lution, and never swerves greatly from 
her providential COllrse. Nobody but a school official, in constant dealing 
with school affair., cah ullders~and the deeps of ignorance and indj fference 
0 11 this whole theme of popul?\' education, among great classes of moderately 
intelligent citizens. It is not too much to' say, that, except in some emergency 
or a sudden excitement, it is impossible to wake up the masses of respectable 
people, even in· our leading states, to an active interest in what is being done 
with their children in the schools. However complimentary this state of 
mind may be to the t~chers and school committees, it is fraught with immi-
nent danger to the country. The people of New England need a new Hor-
ace Mann to wake them out of the ruts, and compel them to apply the pro-
verbial New England sense and intelligence to the schools. The state of 
New York would not have been sh~med by a governor's manifesto against 
the higher education had her citizens kept up with ~he demands of the age in 
knowledge of thIS momentous interest. The western school systems reel like 
ships in a tempest, and the work of years is often wrecked in a day, because 
the masses of their powerful and- eager people ' have no time to think and 
read on the subject, of all others the most important to the prosperity ot the 
leading part of the country. 
In this emergency, every sincere friend of'the common school has a work 
to do. Nothing could be so valuable for our country villages during the 
months of leisure, as a series of public meetings for the discussion of public 
education, led by the foremost minds in the town. Such gatherings would 
knock the wind out of a good many conceited school-masters and pert young 
lady" educators"; they might breed a good deal of confusion at first; but 
they would inevitably work as a lift to the whole system of public education 
in the place. Our school institutes and conventions should bring forth the 
best men to address the people, and every teachers' convention that only deals 
in professional technicalities, and does nothing in the parents and children, is 
a failure. Our educational journals need 'a revival from the long era of dull-
ness and dryness that is the curse of so much of the writing on educational 
topics ;-as if the subject, of all other,;, that should make the dumb speak and 
the stammerer eloquent, should be condemned to the spell of eternal stupidity. 
And'; we believe III a good Providence, we are confident that, ere long, 
we are to witness the appearance of a class of apostles of public intelligence, 
who shall go forth clad in thorough knowledge, zeal, and patriotic fire, to stir 
the people with speech and song to their obligations to the children wl:1'O are to 
shoulder the Republic in the second century of its marvelous career. We read 
the his ory of the apostles and martyrs of the primlti ve church; the crusades 
and great reforms and awakeners of mankind with glowing hearts, and deplore 
the lack of a field for such magnificent adventures in these tame and prosaic 
days. But when and where, in God's world, was there a louder call to the 
grandest service of heaven and humanity, than in the present condition of 
our Southern States? The wave of revolution that swept over that devoted 
land is now subsiding; the bow gleams out of the cloud; the dove flutters 
above the realm of war and hatred, with sun 0)1 its wings; good me'n are pray-
ing that the new century shall dawn on an era of good feeling, and ",e shall 
all be one. Who will !lOW go forth on a mission of light and truth, to plead 
(or the little childreI\ of the South; to wake the souls of her peoRle to grappl 
, , 
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with the only tyrant that now threatens her peace; the ignorance and brutality 
and superstition of millions of her daughters and sons? We trust in God that 
the occasion will find the man, and the people will respond to his call. 
THE FUNCTION OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL. 
Prof. C. F. R. BELLOWS, State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
IN a recent number of the WEEKLY, a writer who signs himself "0 " makes the following statement: 
" Four. years ag:o, when the. fl~nction of the ,:,ormal school was so fully dis-
cussed in the Nauonal AssociatIOn at Boston, It seemed to be the concurrent 
opinion of the men engaged in them that this function is the training of teach-
ers for our lower schools, such as the rural schools and those below the high 
school in our graded schools. It was generally implied and was frequ~ntly 
affirmed that the higher grade of teachers, su~erl11tendents ?f scho~ls? pnncI-
pals, professors in our colleges.' etc., ~nust obtalll the profeSSIOnal ~~al11l11g they 
need, if they need any for their speCial work, from other sources. 
Now, while we dislike to raise any question of fact touching the statement 
above quoted, still we feel to say that the impression which would be pro-
duced in our mind from reading "O's" way of putting the matter, without any 
other means of knowledge of the facts in the case, is somewhat different from 
that which was produced at the time of the writing, or, as it seems to us, from 
that which would occur to any candid reader of the published proceedings. 
At the Cleveland meeting of the Association, a partial report was made by 
a_ most able committee on "A Course of Study for Normal Schools." The 
report as then made was intended to embrace only the work of what was 
styled an "elementary normal school." The same report promised the con-
sideration at some future time "of a curriculum and plan of organization of a 
higher normal school." Two years later, at Boston, this promise was fulfilled. 
Prof. W . F. Phelps, the present Editor-in-Chief of the WEEKLY, who was at 
the time Principal of the Normal School at Winona, Minn., was chairman of 
the committee,. as he was also at Cleveland. The following are the main 
points of the supplementary report: 
I. That in each university in the country there be established a school or 
faculty of education in which the nature, ends, means, history, and literature 
~f. that sub{ect shall be thoroughly taught, and in which the principles and 
methods applicable to higher education should receive their appropriate share 
of attention. 
2 . That in every college and high school there be a professorship of educa-
tion and didactics under the operation of which the true theory of education, 
its relations to the individual and to 'society. together with its history, rise, and 
progress, present condition and legislation, shall be taught to every student .. 
3. That in every state there should be established one or more normal 
schools or colleges of a high order, for the special training of teachers for high 
s~hools, for the elementary normal schools hereinafter named, and for the prep-
aration of superintendents of schools for counties and cities. 
4. That these higher normal schools should be supplemented in each 
county where practicable by an elementary normal school, supported by the 
county with state aid, if such can be secured, for the training of those teach-
ers who are to be employed in the primary and intermediate grades of in-
struction, and in the mixed schools of the rural districts. Following the above, 
and completing the system, is an outline of teachers' institutes, which it is un-
necessary to quote. 
In the discussion of the above' report, Prof. D. B. Hagar, principal of the 
Salem Normal School, Mass., said: 
"We have in Massachusetts normal schools of both the lower and the 
higher grade. We have a course occupying two years, and also an advanced 
course to prepare teachers for teaching in the high schools or academies, oc-
cupyiltg two years more. We have, therefore, arrangements fo~' preparing 
teacljers for all the schools." 
Farther on he says : 
" I favor, then, a system like this: First, a school of the highest order to 
train teachers of the highest class for our colleges and high schools; second-
ly, normal schools as they n!'lW :xist substantially in many of our states, de-
signed to prepare teachers for high schools, grammar schools, and common 
schools; and, thirdly, instifutes supported by the state, which shall be free to 
all, and especially designed for those who have no time or means to attend a 
regular normal school." 
So far, then, as the above report and its discussion are concerned, (and these 
constitute a most conspicuous and authoritative deliverance upon the matter 
under consideration) we find that in the contemplation of a complete system of 
normal school work, it IS assumed that tellchers for the highest as well as.low-
e.5t P9sitions require special training for their work, and a provision .is accord-
ingly suggested for meeting that demand. A scheme of graded normal schools 
was distinctly proposed and earnestly advocated. It was to be as com,pre-
hensive as the wants of our schools, from the lowest to their highest depart-
ments. 
In a paper o'n "Professional Instruction in Norm~l Schools," the Hon. T . 
W. Harvey, State School Commissioner of Ohio, speaking of the state nor-
mal school, said: 
"There should be two courses of study in this institution-an elementery 
and an advanced course. The elementary course should provide for in-
struction in the best methods of teaching the common branches of -an 
English education and in the philosophy upon which those methods are 
founded. * * * The advanced course should be thorough and complete. 
Those who finish it should be familiar with the practical workings of educa-
tional systems wherever established; should be able to criticise text-books 
intelligently, and to teach others to supply their deficiencies; " * " * in 
brief, should be thoroughly prepared to perform all the duties required of a 
first class teacher or superintendent." 
In a~,other connection he speaks of state normal schools as those whose 
"nominal purpose, at least, is to train those who are to teach country district 
schools and the schools in_ the smaller towns and villages." The l",st and the 
following are, we believe, the only utterances of the Association at the meeting 
which" 0" refers to upon which the correctness of his statement can be at 
all sustained. 
In a paper on "The Proper Work of Normal Schools," Prof. J. C. Green-
ough, Principal of the Normal School at Providence, R. I., said: 
,. The object of our normal schools is to prepare the teachers of our com-
mon schools for their work. We evidently need schools of higher grade to 
prepare teachers for colleges, and for other higher institutions of learning, 
but our existing normal schools are to meet the wants of our common and 
elementary schools." 
But frol11 the reading of this, it seems to us to be distinctly stated that the 
writer conceived the function of the normal school, as this institution at pres-
ent exists, to be to prepare teachers for all positions below those in colleges. 
Had he said common or elementary schools, it would have been understood, 
probably, that he meant to exclude the higher grades of our graded schools 
from those for which normal schools were designed tO,prepare teachers. W<; 
should then have expected him to say. that we need schools of higher ;grade 
to p.-pare teachers for high schools, " colleges, an~ other higher institutions." 
As it is, we caunot believe that he intends an anti-climax in the ' use of the 
terms colleges and other higher institutions of learning. Be that, however, 
as it may, he certainly includes in his idea of the functions of a normal 
school as a whole, or in a complete system, the work of preparing teachers 
of any grade whatever. 
We have quoted everything Wt have been able to find in the papers and 
discussions of the Boston meeting, which bears upon the matter in question; 
and we leave it to the reader to judge whether it is precisely true that the 
function of the normal schoolm our educational system was contemplated as 
having as its limit" the training of teachers for our lower schools, su~h as 
the rural school and those below the high school in our graded schools." Of 
course we do not know what opportunities" 0" may have had for deter-
mining the "concurrent opinions" of normal school men, that others preli-
ent did not in gener!1l enjoy, but from the impression produced by anything 
that we saw or heard, nothing was said or done which looked at all like set-
ting up any thus far and no farther upon the portals of our normii'l school, or 
across the way of their development in the fullest sphere 'of their appropriate 
work. A consideration of what that work is, as we conceiv,e it in Michigan, 
is reserved for a future paper. 
During the first five years we let children play-not that we respect ~his 
play, but because we can't well help it. Nature, just by force of her sim-
plicity, keeps us at bay here. But afterward we take our revenge; we put 
the child into the school-TOom and turn nature oute of doors; we develop his 
senses by the use of long lines of unfamiliar words in the sl?elling-book ana 
the learning by heart of the multiplication table. The "table o£ sixes" is 
disposed of at one lesson. Ask how he knows that six times four are twenty-
four, and he brings you his arithmetic and points to the table as proof. ~is 
doll is given him ready dressed; how can he do anything but accept it? Em-
body the table in sticks or beans, and his face grows bright and confiaent; he 
can see arithmetic and do it with his hands. Educated men and women have 
confessed to me their dread and fea~ of common_ fr~ctions. The voluminous 
wrappings of rules and principles and formulas to be learned by heart had, at 
the beginning, so dazed the mind that ·a clear comprehensi.ol! was thereafter 
impossible. Had they at first been led to investigate for themselves, slowly 
and objectively, the attributes would have come clearly, easily, by pure mathe-
matical necessitY.-The NlW Ed"catiolZ. -: 
j 
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. 'Musical Department. 
Editor, W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Michigan. 
(Musical exchanges, bOOK$ for notice correspondence, querici, etc. touching upon Clu~lcal 
topic., should be sent to the editor of this depaitment.] . 
SELECTION OF SONGS. 
'SOME one has said that memory IS a tyrant that will oftentimes force it-
self upon us unbidden. In nothing is this more true than in music. 
How often do the beautiful songs we heard in years long past come back to 
us, and, in memory, we love to listen to them once more ; and then ag~in 
some vulger ditty that we once thoughtlessly learned will intrude itself upon 
, us, haunting us, and forcing us to listen, although we fain would banish it . 
Thus does memory teach the importance of learning only such music as is 
pure and elevating. In the selection oi songs for use in schools great care 
should be taken as to the character of the sentiments contained in them. A 
correspondent of Church's Musical Visitor truly says: "Children can ap-
preciate, and, if properly instructed, perform good music. With them music 
is inherent, and manifests itself plainly. It is a necessity, and hence "should 
be properly directed, in order that the out-cropping flowers shall be of healthy 
growth. Of course they should be gradually led along, the music selected 
for them being such as they can appreciate, by reason of its consonance with 
their capacities and acquirements. Not· dirges,' nor' chorals,' on the on e 
hand, nor frivolous trash upon the other. Rather let it be that golden me-
clium-the sentiment cheering, refining, sparkling, delighting." 
When a teacher is employed in pubhc schools, i"t should be her first en -
deavor to conscientiously recognize every study pursued in those schoois as 
of importance, and not bring to bear, in connection with her work, her pe-
culiar opinions-probably formed morc from prejudice than knowledge-as 
to the greater practical utility of some of the studies in comparison with 
others. Or, if she doe; grant to each study due importance, she should be 
careful that it has its recognized place in tach day's exercises. What if' a 
class in arithmetic has 'a difficult lesson, or the school is to be examined, next 
week, in geography, are tliose sufficient reasons that, for the time being, 
other studies are to be slighted, or some omitted? (Pt.obably 1Illtsic will be 
the scapegoat !). Such irregularity will, to' some extent, disorganize almost 
any' school. Or, if a teacher regards grammar of more importance than 
spelling, and stta(s a little time from the latter to give to the former,_ her pu -
pils will soon discover it, and, accepting the example, will give more than 
the allotted time in study to such subjects as they themselves like the best; 
and thns, in a little while, the teacher will find that steady, sure, and on-
ward progress in t'Vtry study in her school is hers no longer to enjoy, but 
that her work is changed to trouhlesome toil, while she struggles to keep her 
clas.es barely up to the prescribed course of study, or have them stumble 
through their examinations. A successf .. l teacher conscientiously observes 
honest regularity in ~ll h_e_r_w_o_r_k_. _______ _ 
In ali schools where vocal music is taught, more attention should be given 
to securing individual tfforts in singing. The recitation 'in music ~hould be 
conducted with a due egard to developing the individuality of each child, 
just as much as in other studies. [f such a course has not heretofo~e been 
pursued. it may be a little difficult at first to secure a ,hearty effort from all the 
larger scholars, but by means of a little i'lgenuity and tact on the part of the 
teacher, all obstacles m:ly shortly be overcom~, and each one ' will!l;S readily 
sing alone as read alone. In the lower grades there need be no trouble . A 
good way t6 begin such work is to call for volunteers, and for ttteir every 
attempt give them encouragement-ever remembering that the willing effolt 
is-worth j1luch. What if mistakes are made in singing? Are they n'lt made 
in everything else? If a cliild is unmusical, and does ·not always sing the 
correct tones; or, if it is timid, then do 1I0t call on it alone, at first, but have 
some one that is more independent sing with it, and it will gradually be-
come more confident, and, in tbis way, the greatest difficulties that arise 
in securing the desired end will vanish. _. 
A schoolmaster, after giving o'ne of his pupils a drubbing lor speaking bad 
gra.mmar, sent him,lO t~e other end of the r~om to inform another boy 'that 
he wished to speak to him, and at the same tIme promIsed to repeat the dose 
i'f he spoke to him ·ungramm'ltically. The youngster, being quite satisfied 
rvith whaf he had got, determined to be exact, and thus addressed his fellow 
pupil: "A common substantive of the masculine gender, singular numbe.r, 
nominative case, and in an angry mood, that sits perched upon the eminence 
at the other enq of the room, wishes to articulate a few sentences to you in 
the present tense." 
Practical Hints and Exercises . 
Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
THE PYTHAGOREAN PROPOSITION. 
THE following solution of this time-honored proposition was suggested oy, and is only a modification of, that given by Mr. Holmes in the WEEKI,y, 
March 15th. Having recently used it in my class, I know that the solution is 
readily comprehended by pupils of ordinary aptitude. 
SOLUTJON.-:Draw the triangle 
ABC, making A B= ~B C; draw 
the square B G=BCs; bisect this 
sq!lare by A F; draw the diagonal, 
A G. The square of Ii C is now 
represented by 4 equal "triangles 
(one of which is A B C). Bisect 
B C, and from the point of bisec-
tion, let fall the perpendicular, P L 
=B C; bisect PLat 0, and draw 
o K equal and parallel to B C; 
draw B M parallel to PO; B 0= 
A B2. Connect A K, K L, and L C; 
A L=A C' . 'fhe square of A C 
contains 4 equal triangles, (one of 
which is A B C), and the square 
B O=A Rli. The seven triangles 
are similar and equal. Representing the area of each triangle hy x, we de-
duce the following equations: 
( I ) BC2=4X 
(2) A C"=44+A n" 
(3) A C" =B C"+A B" 
The pupil who understands transposition in algehra will readily form the 
follo,",:ing from equation (3): 
(4) B C"=A C2-A B2 . 
(5) AB2=AC2_BC". 
He 'lOW clearly understands the relation which any side of a right angled 
triangle sustains to the other two sides. 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 
J. M. MAXWELL. 
EXPECTATION AS A MEANS OF GOVERNMENT. 
IT has been said by 'philosophers that there is more enjoyment in the antici-pation of an event than in the actual occurrence; and whether this is a 
trnth or not, we all know much happiness comes from looking forward, even 
when we are in doubt as to what the future may bring. In teaching, a Il}em-
ory of the past may be useful to us. Pupils should be loade to know at a very 
early age that the regular performance of dutits must fill a large portion of 
school-time; but lessons are learned more easily, and dreaded tasks seem 
lighter, if something pleasant comes at the encl. We lo\'e to look forward to 
a visit, the perusal of a fresh book, or anything a little out of the usual order 
of events. A very little thing makes a young child happy. For the privilege 
of holding and counting a bright string of variously-colored beads, a child 
will work all day. Few teachers know what an efficient assistant a certain 
locked drawer in the table may become. A treasure-box from which inter-
esting things are occasionally drawn, is a wonderful incentive to study; and 
when industry is on the increase, evil-doing, confusion, and trouble will ex-
ist in an inverse ratio. A teacher of young children will find- the following 
suitable matters with which to fill such a receptacle: Buttons, strfngs of 
beads, flower seeds,-flowering beans are reiilly beautiful, and a few other 
seeds are interesting on account of their peculiar shape. We would add, too, 
blocks, stjcks for counting and building, colored paper and scissors, pictur~s, 
cards, spools, bits of cotton, woolen, linen, and silk cloth, small skeins of 
yarn, little pasteboard boxes, beeswax, cork, strings, large pins and needles, a 
few small dolls and one or two of larger size, a few small wooden animals; a 
box of water-colors, a half-dozen colored crayons. I have enumerated a va-
riety of things, but many of them can be obtained without expense. Prints-
are bought-now at seven or eil:ht cen15 a yard; iO, for fourteen or fifteen cent .. , 
. \ 
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there will be as many pieces of calico, variously colored an!! printed, and 
each piece cut into four makes quite a colle~tion. A better way to supply the 
box with such common things as buttons, bits of cloth, etc., is to interest the 
mothers in the project. The pictures need be in part no better than those found 
in illustrated papers,-large letters and good drawings of animals and other 
interesting objects. It may take a month to completely stock such a box, but 
the treasures need never be shown all at once; hence, the owner may begin 
using the articles at ~ early a day as may be desired. Here is a class that 
has just entered school. They cannot study; a few are too timid to be seen 
on the Hoor for any exercise; a number are mischievous; all are active. 
They have slates and pencils, but they grow weary of them. Older pupils 
must be listened to, and quiet and order ought to be the rule. It is impos-
sible for . the teacher to read to them or sing with them, or tell the ever-inter-
esting story, while other 'duties . are pressing. And this is just the time to 
place some of. these treasures in the hands of the restless child. The buttons I 
he may count and then lay on his desk in such a way as to describe certain 
letters, figures, or forms. Then he can make processions of twos or threes, 
and call the black buttons black·birds. The prillt of .a boy cut out with the 
scissors may be' set to take care of a Hock of sheep similarly prepared; and 
baskets and pails of the same kind will serve the imaginative child a variety 
of purposes. Occasionally a pupil has prepared a remarkably good lesson. 
An appreciation of his efforts. may be shown by allowing him to take the pic. 
tures! orcards, or he may read a while in a little book or magazine from the 
teacher' s table. 
Older pupils will gain much happiness from exercises that are to come at 
stated times. When the time will admit, every .day could be commenced and 
ended with something of more than usual interest-a brief reading, a pithy 
. extract told in a conversational way by the teacher, or handed a few minutes 
before to a pupil, who shall read it to the school, or, what is better, try _telling 
the same in his or her own language, but doing it in an entertaining way. A 
good conundrum or puzzle will amuse and help them learn to think. Please 
notice, however, the adjective good just before the matter mentioned. 
Occasionally-but not too often-a dialogue acted is enjoY:l.ble in the high-
est degree. Children always love to dress in "grown-up clothes," and a litt. 
indulgence in such things' will establish a sympathy between the older and 
younger. We wish to make our pupils feel that we love to make them happy, 
that we are interested in all their plans; that we understand what they need, 
and will do .all we can to supply their just demands. We would never allow 
rough acting or vulgar speech. In many written dialogues we fin,l low ex-
pressions or insinuations, slallg phrases, and a "free-and-easy" style of perform-
ing not to be tolerated even once. A man's long coat and high hat make a 
boy a ludicrous object without very many additional portions to his costume. 
A little girl never feels so entirely like a sedate woman as when dragging a 
trai ling dress and wearing a veil. A tableau is easily prepared, too, with very 
little trouble. Historical ones will require some knowledge of the times, 
which the boys and girls will search for during the week, if it is surely needed 
for Friday afternoon. Little people will greatly enjoy dolls' tableaux; alld, 
in a school of fifty pupils, there will doubtless be found the owner of almost 
every kind of dolls' furniture, and outfit. Say to them that next Friday after-
noon each one may bring a doll, or some other toy, to school-the boys as well 
as the girls ; then prepare an extra table for the articles and room on the ' 
stage, and y .. u may be sure of at least two happy weeks for the little ones, one 
in antifipation, and one in the memory of the good times. But one week for 
the mem~ry of the "doll a(terl\oon" will be found to poorly suffice-one month 
or one year will be nearer the reality. 
----------------
trained to recognize duty as more binding than inclination, they will suffer for 
all theirli ves through from their lack of discipline in this direction. 
" It is already seriously questioned by competent teachers if the kinder· 
garten system is to meet every necessity of childhood training in otudy. 
There must be 'a place for tasks as tasks, for times of study under the pres-
sure of stern duty, in the effort to train the young to do their right work prop-
erly. It is not enough to have children learn only 1essons which they enjoy, 
and this at times and by methods which are peculiarly pleasing to them. 
President Porter has said, in substance, that the chief advantage of the col-
lege curriculum is, that it trains a young man to do what he does not like to 
do, at a time when he would not wish to do it, because he must do it, and do 
it just then. Any course of training for a young person that fails to accom· 
plish thus much, is part of a sadly imperfect system. 
"There is lIttle danger that intelligent parents or teachers will at this day 
refuse to duly consider a child's tastes and peculiarities, in their effort to in· 
struct and train him. While, however, they are making study attractive and 
life enjoyable to a child, let them se~ to it that he learns to keep still at speci-
lied times, to study a~signed lessons, to do set tasks, to deny himself craved 
indulgences, to go and come at designated hoUr>, not'because he wants to, 
but because he IImsl. ,It is good for a man that he bear the yoke in his 
YOllth.' " 
BLUNDERS IN AND OUT OF SCHOOL. 
WILLIAM SMITH. 
'REASONABLY there is much dispute concerning spelling and pronuncia· 
tion. Usage must of necessity be the law of language, but when doc· 
tors disagree, what then? Granting a certain amount of originality, still It 
would hardly seem best for small people to encourage the use of IlwIten, ad· 
vantageous, parent, and the like; even if the learned professor be allowed to 
say rec6ndlt, fInance, sImultaneous. Equally varied .is the orthography of 
the schools, but it does seem as though it would be well to keep within the 
bounds of the si" recognized dictionaries. 
. The high school in which I am at· present most interested 'has been invent· 
ive beyond any thing I ever witnessed. Imagine the surprise with which I 
read the Kwuns of /ttlJla1ld . . I am sure the youth had not even heard of a 
Phonetic Philological Association. I have labored assiduously for six months 
to correct this zeal, which certainly is not according to knowledge. To-day, 
however, one of the young men thought me quite unreasonable because' [ 
mildly objected to his spelling sep~rate; and one of the ladies stoutly affirmed 
that authors quite as "stan4ard as Webster, or Worcester, used 1000li~sl. " . 
In answer to my inquiry as to the cause of this state of things, it was sug-
gested that it might be found in the carelessness of the previ?us teacher. It 
may not be any worse for a teacher to he a poor speller than for anyone else, 
but it is a b~rning shame for any teacher to allo;w P!lpils to contract such 
habits. At a single session of a State Teachers' Association, the words at the 
opening of this articie were all heard pronounced as indicated. The adverb 
was frequently wedged in between the 'Preposition and the following infini· 
tives, while discord in grammatical forms was not infrequent. Surely' a mild 
criticism on teacher's carelessness is not inappropriate. I 
To teach my pupils the correct use of the English language, I have most 
persistently set myself. I nave devoted twenty minutes to a daily language 
recitation. l)encil and scratch-book at hand, I have- noted all errors occurring 
in recitation, written exercise, black.board work, or general conversation. 
These errors included mispronounced words, misspelled words, ungrammati -
In a recent number of the SltItday S chool Tillus, under the title of "The cal forms, also faults in diction. Every morning this list-and sometimes it 
Place of Mu<;t in Training," OCCllr these opinions; which we copy because has heen ludicrously long-has beeii written upon the board and copied by 
they are our sentiments exactly: the pupil into his note·book for correction. Ali corrections have also been 
"With ali the improvements in methods of dealing with children-and ' carefully recorded. Besides the recitation of the ' lesson thus prepared, the 
these im'provements are m:llly and great-it is important to bear in mihd that note-books have been subject to my inspection more orIess frequently. 
judicious discipli1l~ has an important part in the wise training of the. young. .The methods in the daily recitation have been varied according to circum· 
" Formerly, discipline was the great feature-if not, indeed, the only fea· stances. Pronunciation must be oral, but in diction I have .generally reo 
ture-in the training of chIldren. , But this is in the long past. For a cen- quired a written exercise embracing the words to be defined. We have also 
tury, or more, the progress of interest in and attention to the children has resorted frequently to rapid writing at the board, to be foUowed by criticisms 
been steady and rapid. from the class . 
.. Now that this state of things is, on the whole, a decided improvement Some curiosity as to their own, but more as to their neigh\jor's mistakes, 
over that which it displaced, we do not have a doubt. Yet there is always a has thus far kept up an unHagging inte~~t. As in other studies, I have held 
danger of losing sight oc.one important truth in the effort to give new and them to a monthly elfamination. I have also made it a rule to make the 
due prominence to another. Children need to learn how to do things which standing in other language classes, as grammar, rhetoric, etc. , with strict ref-
they. do not want to do, when those things ought· to be done. Older people · erence to the matter taught .in,the-regular language class. 
have to do a great many things from a sense of c;luty. Unless children· are ' Yes, there is a great deal of dr.udgery in it, but have you a surer way '? 
, 
I;. 
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Notes. 
GENERAL.- There are two important sections in the article on Education in the Constitution of Colorado. The first says: "Neither the Gen-
eral Assembly, nor any county, city, town, township, school district, or other 
public corporation, .hall ever make any appropriation, or pay from any public 
fund or moneys whatever, anything in aid of anY 'church or sectarian society, 
or for any sectarian purpose, or to help support or sustain any school, academy, 
seminary, college, university, or other literary or scientific institution, con-
~olled by any church or sectarian denomination whatever; nor shall any grant 
or donation of land, money, or other personal property, ever be made by the 
state, or any such public corporation, to any church, or for ' any sectarian pur-
pose." The second reads as follows: "Neither the General Assembly nor 
the State Bo~rd of Education shall have power to prescribe text-books to be 
used in the public schools." This article was evidently written by some one 
who had a clear head.--The annual session of the Arkansas State Teach-
ers' Association will be held on the 29th, 30th, and 3Jst of August. The 
place of meeting has not yet been decided upon.--The schools of Little 
Rock, Arkansas, are modeled after the best in the land, and are supported at a 
cost of more than $50,000 per annum. The value of the school houses is 
above $50,000, according to the Spirit 0/ Arkff1uas.--The work of the In-
ternational Exhibition Company has progressed quite rapidly and thoroughly, 
and the Exhibition will be opened May 1st, as announced at the first. The 
Educationil Department will be a special attraction of this Exhibition, and 
will contribute very much to popularize the cause of education in· this country. 
The educational display has been assigne.d the most desirable part of the Ex-
hibition Building, and will cover twenty-five thousand square feet of floor 
space.--The first annual banquet of the Michigan University Association of 
Chicago was held at the Palmer House on the loth inst. About seventy ex-
members of ~he University were present, and a very pl;asant time was had. 
President Angell made a very appropriate speech in response to the toast, 
"The University." Three of "Seventy's Glee Club,"-Bush, MaItman, and 
Lovell, assisted by Crittenden, of '71, responded to numerous calls for col-
!t:ge songs, and contributed not a little to the enjoyment of the occasion.--
Another literary institution, under the name of a " university," is in prospect 
in Chicago. Mr. Edward Marun, of New York;-bas conveyed to the Re-
formed Episcopal Churcb a piece of land contiguous to the city, valued at 
$200,000, which is to form an endowment for the Martin College of Theology, 
the first to be organized under the "University of the West." Bishop Samuel 
Fallows wi II probably become the president of this the first literary institution 
of the Reformed Episcopal Church. 
LITERARY.-The fifty-fourth volume of Harjers Magazine is concluded 
with the May number, which is, perhaps, the most pertect in many respects of 
all the 324 numbers that have been published. The illustrations in this vol-
ume number over 450, and are generally of the finest quality. In the suc-
ceeding volume educational articles are 'promised by. Anna C. Brackett and 
Horace E. Scudder. Harpers was the pioneer in illustrated magazine litera· 
ture in this country, and continues to lead the numerous contestants for supe-
riority. 
The Transformations (or Metamorphoses) of. Insects, includi11g Insecta, 
Myriapoda, Arachnida, and Crustacea. By P. Martin Duncan, F . R. S., 
Professor of Geology in .King's College, ' London. (Philadelphia: Claxton, 
Remsen & Haffelfinger).-The introduction of the physical and natural 
sciences into our public schools is one of the prime necessities of the age. 
The tillers of the soil, the toilers in Our workshops, and the delvers in ' our 
mines have need of a far better acquaintance with the materials and forces 
with which they are compelled to deal. It is only by these means that we are 
to expect those more 'mtelligent processes and larger results tha.t are demanded 
by the needs of modern civilization. Whatever therefore contributes to the 
popular knowledge of natural objects, or increases a taste for its pursuit, is a 
public blessing. The volume before us forms one of the most fascinating 
chapters in the whole book of nature. Nothing is better calculated to excite 
wonder and admiration than the metamorphoses of insects. . And we may add 
that perhaps no branch of natural history is at the present 'moment of more 
practical importance, while the grasshopper has become a burden and tbe 
- ravages of other noxious insects are causing sU\ih wide-spread destruction of 
our staple cereals and fruits. 
This vol";me consists mainly of an adaptation of Mr. Emile Blanchard's pop_ 
ular work on the metamorphoses of insects to English readers. It .contains 
selections from the works of the best entomologists of Europe bearing upon 
metamorphoses, while it has suppressed all facts of a doubtful charjlcter. The 
illustrations are profuse and in the highest style of art, showing all the minuter 
detaiis of insect structure and of the wonderful changes occurring during the 
progress of the transformations. The table of illustrations alone occupies six 
pages. About forty of the illustrations occupy a full page each, while many 
of the numerous cuts give magnified views of the insects under examination. 
The descriptions are full, clear, and satisfactory. The work is printed on 
tinted paper, and is richly bound, with gilt edges. Altogether it is the most 
complete and attractive work upon the metamorphoses of insects that has ever 
come under our notice. It is especially adapted to teachers as a work of 
reference, by reason of its numerous and life-like illustrations. It should find 
a place in every school library in the country as a standard work of reference. 
Butler's Literary Sdccti01ts. Designed for schoolroom and family circle; 
for use in public and private scbools, on the platform, at the teacher's desk, 
and by the family fireside. Edited by J. P. McCaskey. (Philadelphia: J. H. 
Butler & Company, pp. 180. Price, 75 cents. 1877.)-This is the first of a 
series 01 three books, each cdntaining ten-times-ten of the best things in prose 
and verse which the compiler could find suited to his purpose. The series 
is therefore called the" lo-times-Io " series. Such a collection of short 
pieces suitable for morning readingS, or for boys' declamations, will find a 
ready and constant sale, provided the compilation has been made judiciously 
and with good taste. In this respect, the effort of Mr. McCaskey is de-
serving of commendation. While the old and standard pieces are not 
omitted, those of later origin, if possessing merit; have been given a place in 
the collection. Eighty-two authors are represented, besides thirteen anony-
mous writers. There are five selections from Shakspeare, two from Addison, 
three from E. B. Browning, two from Robert Browning, two from Helen 
Hunt, two from Daniel Webster, and two from Croly. Such a neat and 
classical selection of literary gems is a thing to be prized by every student of 
English. As a collection of " pieces" for" speakmg," it will soon become 
very popular among the boys. 
---------------------
• From the Hon. O. P. Whitcomb, Auditor of State and Land Commissioner 
of Minnesota, we receive the annual report of that officer for the past year. 
It is a very clear and thorough exhibit of the financial operations of the state, 
and of the condition of the several funds set apart for specific purposes. 
From tbis document we learn that the Permanent School Fund now amounts 
to the sum of $3,278,569.24. The additions to the fund during the year 
amounted to more than $80,000. The disbursements of the current school 
fund, being the March and October apportionments for the support of schools, 
were $210,763.71. The permanent University fund amounts to $295,813.86. 
This amount includes the value of the experimental farm, worth $8,500. The 
sales of school lands for the year amounted to 12,989.26 acres, producing 
$74,186.27, an average of $5.71 per acre. The school fund and its accumu-
lations from year to year have been most carefully and conscientiously ad-
ministered by Auditor Whitcomb and his predecessor, Mr. McIlrath, and to 
their fidelity, prudence, and good management, the state is indebted for an 
unimpaired and rapidly accumulating fund, which is likely to reach the enor-
mous sum of $18,000,000, or $20,000,000. This will constitute one of the 
most princely endowments for the education of the people in the world . 
Pocket Dicti011ary of the German a1td English La1tguages. Ily F. ·W. 
Longman, Balliol College, Oxford. (Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co . . 
18 mo., pp. 325. 1877.)-This dictionary has been founded on Blackley & 
Friedlander'S, and has been so condensed as to give, in a very convenient 
way, all the words, idions, and expressions commonly met with ill reading 
and conversation. It contains many words and phrases which cannot be 
found in Blackley & Friedlander's, but has omitted a great number of un-
necessary ones. One noticeable feature of the work is thc fact that it gives 
the English equivalents of all German terminations. Another, quite as worthy 
of note, is the use of Roman type, instead of German. The work is one 
which, for its completeness and condensation, commends itself to all who 
have occasion to use a pocket dictionary of the German language. 
Second Report 0/ the Commissioners a1zd Superintendent 0/ the State 
Fis/teries 0/ Michigan for I875-6.-We are indebted to Mr. H. Palmer, of 
Niles, for a copy of the above report, with a complimentary card fro'm Geo. 
.H. Jerome, Esq., Superintendent of -the State Fish~ies. A perusal of the 
report will give something like a conceptiQn of the magnitude which pisci-
culture has assumed in our country. It appears that ' twenty-two states and 
territories are now ' engaged in the praiseworthy work of developing this 
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branch of industry. The United States Commissioner is Prof. Spencer F. 
Baird, of the Smithsonian Institute, Washington. Each state appoints a 
commission, tinder whose direction the hatching and planting operations are 
carried forward. It is calculated that each acre of water surface may be 
made even more profitable as a food producer than a like area ef arable land. 
The art of raising fishes is yet in its infancy in this country, and is destined to 
become a leading branch of industry, and a fruitful source of national wealth. 
The work performed by the fishery officers of the Peninsular State is indi-
cated by the following figures: 
Total deposits of whitefish in inland lakes, 
" Lake Erie, 
Lake Michigan, 
St. Clair River, 
Detroit River and tributaries, 
Grand total, 
3,382,000 
450,000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
3,978,000 
To the above should be added 600,000 eggs donated to the Ohio Commis, 
sion, and 300,000 to New York. Aggregate, 10,210,000. The report is an 
exceedingly interesting and valuable document, and should be read by every 
citizen of the state. 
The Scimce Primers, edited by Professors Huxley, Roscoe, and Balfour 
Stewart, and published by D. Appleton & Co., New York, have been laid 
upon our table. The series includes brief treatises upon Astronomy by 
Lockyer, Botany by Hooker, Geology by Geikie, Chemistry by Roscoe , 
Physics by Stewart, and Physiology by Foster. The object aimed at in the 
series is to state the ·fundamental principles of the respective sciences in a 
manner so simple and clear as to be suited to the capacities of children at an 
early age. To this end, the language employed in the books is simple, direct, 
and forcible; the illustrations are apt and riumerous, and the lists of apparatus 
and materials employed are full and complete within the range of the topics 
presented. We consider the production of these little treatises one of the 
most important steps yet taken in the direction of popularizing scientific 
truth, and of introducing this class of studies into our elementary schools. 
The books are admirably adopted for self-instruction by adult students who 
cannot enjoy the advantages of schools and teachers, and as such, they must 
attract wide attention among the industrial classes. We commend them to 
elementary teachers who may desire to obtain the greatest amount of matter 
in the least space, in preparing for their daily work. The Science Primers 
may he obtained of C. E. Lane, 117 and 119 State street, Chicago. 
Correspondence. 
ERASABLE' OR ERASIBLE? 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
A CORRESPONDENT of the WEEKLY, March 22d, page 142, calls at tention to the fact that in the revised edition of Webster's Quarto Dic-
tionary this word is spelled "erasible," while in the Primary, Common School, 
University, and old Unabridged (1859), it is spelled "erasable." It IS also 
spelle,\ erasable in the Quarto Academic, and the National Pictorial (1869). 
He asks whether "erasible" is a misprint. Its position in the list of words 
shows that there is no fault on the part of the printer. "Erasible" is either 
intentional or it is a clerical error. The word is not found in Bailey's Diction-
ary,Johnson's, Dyche's, Sheriilan's, Ash's, Walker's, Perry's, Todd's Johnson's, 
Richardson'S, Latham's Johnson'S, Reid's, or Donald's. It is spelled "era-
sable" in Worcester's Dictionary, Ogilvie'S, Smart's, Collins', Nuttall's, Stor-
marth's, Cooley'S, and Boag's Imperial Lexicon. The general rule in Latin 
was to form adjectives in-abitis from verbs of the first conjugation, ~nd in-
-ibilis from verbs ·of the other cpnjugations. As the Latin verb for erase 
(eradere) is of the third conjugation, I am disposed to thin~ that "erasible" 
was purposely inserted in the revised edition of Webster's Dictionary to take 
it out of the list of exceptions before the spelling "erasable" should become 
too firmly fixed. W. D. HENKLE. 
SALEM, OHIO, March 30, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
"Erasible" is right by etymology and by the law of analogy. Able is the 
proper suffix with a pure English root-thinkable, readable, etc.,-and with 
any Latin root of the first conjugation-mutable, affable, condmmable-and is 
sometimes used with the first root of a Latin verb whose connecting vowel is 
not a. Thus, madable, dividable, might be tolerated as pitre E1Zglisk forma-
tions. But neither Latin nor English etymology will ever tolerate -able as a 
suffix with eras-, divis-, or any other second ront of a Latin verb of the third 
or fo.urth conjugation, because thei~ connecting vowel is always i or short e; 
~!lr even of the se ond conjugation, whQse connectillg vowel is e long. 
The Latin allows jlebilis, delebilis, etc., but you can never make our sturdy 
English accept delable or deleble, indelable or illdeleble; but indelible and so 
e,·asible. . 
In other words, while in Latin etymology the passive adjective in -bilis has 
three connecting vowels-a, e, i,-in Latino-English it has bttt two-a and i, 
and in pure English only one-a; as salable, ratable, bailable. And hence 
to write erasable is to assume (falsely) that eras is not a Latin root. 
SRNEX. 
A QUESTION OF PRONUNCIATION. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
MA Y I inquire of you, or through your columns of your readers, as to what the custom is in the West in the pronunciation of a before " in 
such words as the following: bare, care, dare, fare, hair, stair, glare, hare, 
pare, share, air, chair, fair, etc., etc. Is it given the sound of long a, ending 
in er, or is it pronounced like short a lengthened, as heard in aft, blanc~, 
cast, chafr, chant, clasp, draft, flask, gasp; etc., etc,? 
Also, e and i before r, as in birth, clerk, err, fern, germ, her, merge, pert, 
serf, serge, sperm, swerve, verb, verse, mercy, earth, etc., etc.; birch, birth, 
fir, flirt, girl, girt, kirk, mirth, shirk, smirk, twirl, whir, affirm, girdle, circus, 
etc., etc. Do you hear these letters tn these words, and i,n all words where 
they occur before r, sounded like" in burn, like short e, or an intermediate 
sound between the two? Please pay no attention to what the authorities say, 
but give me the re,ult of your observation as to how they are pronounced by 
speakers generally. 
Also, the sound of 0 in such words as cross, toss, b05s, frost, lost, cost, 
moss, dross, loft, gone, troth, loft, offset, offer, soften, sorrel, torrent, torrid, 
dog, log, God. Is it pronou~ced like 0 in not, or is it usually given the short 
sound of broad a in fall, that is, the sound of broad a cut short? Any in-
formation on these points will be gratefully received. INQUIRER. 
ANSWER. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
I would say, in answer to" Inquirer," that the custom of perhaps three-
fourths, or even a greater share of all the people of the West, outsid,e of 
schoo!?'ooms, is as follows: 
I. A before ,'e, ir, etc., as in pare, stair, fare, hair, is pronounced as short 
a lengthened. 
2. The Same sound, as nearly as may be without the r following, is given in 
such words as clasp, dance, pass, grass, raft. 
3. E and i before r, as in bird, gir.l, verse, err, verb, are prouounced with 
the sound of u in urge, burn, curfew. . 
4. With regard to 0 tbe usage is not so uniform. In most of the words 
mentioned, as cross, cost, loft, gone, lost, the sound given is that of broad a as 
in salt. Bnt fo,l[, bog, not, and by some moss and boss, are pronounced with a 
brief sound of the Italian a as heard in palm, fatlter. 
In \Visconsin at least, much attention has been given to the subject of 
Orthoepy of late years; and in the teachers' institutes, normal and high 
schools, and, indeed, in many of the district schools, much has been done to 
secure conformity to the standards presented in Webster's dictionary-latest 
edition. I 
If I am in error in any of my statements, I hope that some one better in-
formed will take the pains to correct me. But I speak with considerable 
confidence in the correctness of my statements. ALBERT SALlSIlURY. 
STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, WHITEWATER, WIS. 
'To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKl.Y: 
I have very often to acknowledge useful information received from· your 
valuable paper. Besides numerous' other things in your issue of March 29th, 
I heartily endorse your editorial on "Permanency." It is, indeed, as you term 
it, abominable to force teachers into the condition of nomadic tribes, with all 
the cares and uncertainties of such tribes. It is strange that he who has to 
deal with the future generations, with the future welfare of countries, with 
the flt/t,re factors of civilization, should himself be without a future, should 
himself be deprived of the possibility of working for his f~ture days. The 
teacher alone must be homeless. This reminds me of verses written in 
German by the celebrated poet Hoffman, of Fallersleben: 
Armer, armer Menschengeist, 
Wie der Vogel auf dem Dache, 
Hast auch du kein Vaterland, 
Und der Menschheit heiJige Sache 
Gab doch c;ott in deine 14nd. 
This could be translated and adapted to the teachers. 
Poor, poor teachers, like the bird on the roof, you have no home; and yet 
God himself confided to you the holy cause of mankind. 
Very respectfully, L. BURSTALL. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS., March 3'1, 1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
Permit me to ask the following questions in the WEEKLY: 
1. Where, and. by whom is the Pm1Zsylvania School Joumal published? 
2. Who are the publishers of Ogden'S "Science of Education" and 
Sypher's" Art of Teaching School? " WM HUBER ' JR 
HAMILTON, Ohio, April 6, 1877. ., . 
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STATE DEPARTMENTS. 
EDI TO N,S: 
Colorado: H on. J . C . SHATTUCK, State Supt. Public Instruction, Denver. 
Iowa: J. M. DRARMOSD, Principal Grammar School NO.5, Davenport. 
Kelltucky: Dr. j . B. R EYNOL DS, Principal Second 'Ya rd School, Louisville. 
Illinois: Prof. J O H N W . COOK, Illinois Normal Uni versity, N orma l. 
Aficlllgall : Prof. LewIs McLoUTH, Sta te N ormal School, Ypsilanti. 
Indiana: J. B. R ODENTS, Principal High School, Indianapolis . 
IViscOIlSill: j . Q. EMERY, Supt. Public Schools, }I~o rt Atkinson. 
J11inll~sota: O. V. TOUSLEY, Supt. Public Schools, l\1inneapolis. 
Dakul<l: W . 11'1 . BRISTOLL, Supt. Public Schools, Ya nkton, 
Oldo: R . 'V . TRVRNSON, Supt. PDbHc Schools , Columbus. 
JVeDntska .. Prof. C. B. PALMER, State University, Li ncoln. 
Educatio,tal /\·~~.r-Hollt~ alld Foreig'll: H ENRY A. FOHD, Kalamazoo. Michigan, 
CH ICAGO, APRIL I9 , I877. 
Minnesota. 
THE joint committee of the Legislature made a very favorable report on . the State University, and recommended an appropriation of $ 18,000 
for the enlargemt!nt of the University grounds. The following are some 
facts concerning this institution gathered from the late report of President 
Folwell, and co\'ering-the year ending June 22d, 1876 : Two hundred and 
forty-one students were registered as residents of Minnesota, the following 
counties being represented: Anoka, I; Becker, 2; Blue Earth, 9; Brown, 
2; Carv!'!r, 3; Cass, I; Dakota, 2; Dodge, ,I; Douglass, I; Faribault, 1 ; 
Fillmore, 16 ; Freeborn, I; Goodhue, I; , Hennepin West, 77; Hennepin 
East, 44, LeSueur, 6'; Meeker, 4; Mower,2; Nicollet,4; Olmstead, 4 ; 
Ramsey,s; Rice,S; Scott, I; Sibley, I; Stearns, 2; S~eele, 3; Wabasha, 
10; Washington, II; Waseca, I; Winona, 8 ; Wright, Io-thirty-one coun-
ties. Of the students from Hennepin East and Hennepin West, 26 came 
from the country, and 20 were temporary residents of Minneapolis. Twenty-
six students were registered from other states and countries, as follows: Da- . 
kota Territory, 1; Illinois, 1; Ibwa, 5; Maine, 3; Michigan, I; Missouri, 
2; Nova Scolia, 3; New York, 3; Ohio, I; Pennsylvania, I; Sandwich 
Islands, I; Wisconsin, 4. One hundred and fourteen students engaged in 
some remunerative employment, and sixty-nine are believed to have earned 
their whole living. Fifty-seven had at some time been teachers.--Supt. 
Richards' institute has been in session all of this week, in Winnebago, and 
he is having good success.--We visited the St. Paul schools-last week, and 
had a whole day forgathering facts. We found the system toned up wonder-
fully, and predict that if Supt. Burrington has a period of quiet, and is per-
mitted to develop his plans, not a citizen of that metropolis will be found 
who will have the luxury of a reasonable ground of complaint.--A funny 
event happened in our midst the other day. In one of the schools the teach-
er in charge had decided to have a class repeat in concert "The Charge of 
the Light Brigade" as a part of the programme for the closing day of the 
term. The verses were written on the blackboard; the members of the class 
began to read, and seemed to be enjoying it very much, when, lo! there was· 
a drop in one quarter. A little girl had stopped reading, and utterly refused 
to go on. She persisted in this determination, was sent to the principal's 
room, and kept there one day, and . yet no sign of a surrender. Finally the 
superintendent was sent for . His interview was brief but effective. It re-
vealed the fact that this pupil was so shocked in seeing the word "hell" in 
the piece selected, that sbe could not and would not repeat it audibly. Shere-
marked that if "hole" could be substituted for the naughty word, the diffi-
culty would be removed. And so "hole" was inserted; the little girl 
promptly read, and th~ reader can imagine the elocutionary ' effect, "Into 
the jaws of a hole rode the six hundred."--A very interesting and profit-
able institlite was held at Champlain the last two weeks in March. Prof. 
D. L. Kiehle, of the St. Cloud Nonnal School, County Superintendent C. 
W. Smith, and others, joined in the work.--Stillwater now enjoys a meeting 
of the State Institute . . Miss Guernsey, County Superintendent Walker, Pro!. 
Gorrie, and others, are striving to accomplish good results. These plac.es are 
not.. for display-simply to air knowledge, but they call for downright labor 
and a practical appreciation of present and pressing needs. 
Kentucky~ 
A CORRESPONDENT in Wpodford County makes the following sug-gestions on the school law and the school fund: "From the superin-
tendents' last report we learn that about one million dollars are raised an-
nually for schooi purposes. From this the p~r capita apportioned to each 
pupil is only $1.90, not enough to pay tuition for one single month. There 
is paid out to sheriffs for collecting the fund in the mat!er of commissions, 
190,000._ Is there no way to inaugurate economy in this, so as to have the 
school-tax collected for less money?" He also takes exception to the allow-
ance to commisioners-one per cent-for paying the teachers, and three dol · 
lars for visiting each district, which causes a waste of $30,000 more. The 
fund ought to be collected for less than nine per cent., and there is room for 
some improvement in that direction, but the county commissioners should be 
better paid than the present provision by law. In those counties where they 
are paid extra by an allowance from the court of claims, the schools are in 
much better condition than where the commissioners do not receive enough 
to justify them in devoting their whole time to the interests of the schools. 
There are exceptional cases, where gentlemen of means and leisure have 
been induced to accept the position. What is most needed is an education 
of the people to an appreciation of the benefits of the public schools so that 
they will voluntarily supplement the public fund by local taxation. 
Nebraska. 
(Exchanges and correspondents will please take notice ·that the addre~s of the editor of 
thiS department has been chanj!ed from Beatrice to Lincoln .l 
THE following extracts from the Governor's message contain statements and statistics of general interest: "COMMON SCHOOLS.-The report of 
the Superintendent of Public Instruction shows that our common schools 
are keeping pace with the growth of the state in wealth and population. I 
doubt if any state in the Union can exhibit more gratifying results in this re-
spect. There are sixty organized counties in the state, divided into 2,510 
school districts . The total number of children of school age is 86,191, 
being an increase of 13,200 over 1874. Of this number, 59,966 attend the 
public schools. There are 3,361 teachers employed, receiving an average 
salary of $34.24 per month. We have 1,984 school-houses, valued at $1,-
585,736.60. The total receipts of the last fiscal year from all sources for 
common school purposes were $ 1,093.275 .37. The total expenditures for 
the same period were $ 1,098,974.75 . The aggregate bonded and floating 
school debt is $ 1,063,058.60. STATE UN[VERS[TY.-lt affords me much 
pleasure to call your attention to this institution of learning; and I refer wi~ 
satisfaction to its economical and wise administration, its prosperous condl-
tion and growing reputation. As, appears from the Regents' report, the cost 
of educating a single student in the State University of Nebraska, as com-
pared with that in universities and colleges of this character in other states, 
is almost unparallelled in economy.\ The attendance has increased from 132 
in 1874 to 282 in 1876 ; so that the legitimate expense of conducting the in · 
stitution must have increased. NORMAL SCHOOL.-This important branch of 
our educational system seems to be in an excellent condition. The benefits of 
the school are already felt in the state, and the results that may be safely an-
ticipated in the future fully justify its maintenance, The total enrollment 
of students for the year 1876 was 260, and the average attendance per term 
was 142. For the last term of the year the enrollment was 196. The aver-
age cost of the school per term, as shown by the report of the prin-
cipal, is $3,686.66."--The population of Nebraska, according to the census 
of [876, was somewhat more than a quarter of a million. The -first census 
was taken in 1855. The increase during the twenty-one years since that time 
has been more than 5,600 per cent. ! 
Illinois. 
rThe Illinois exchanl:e5 should be sen\ to the editor of this' department.] 
IN several counties the monthly institute has become an established fact-notably in Knox and Whiteside. From the programmes that we have 
seen, we incline to the belief that too much time is spent in the discussion of 
general propositions. The work for the presenl, and for some time to come, 
should be directed toward the improvement of primary work. The te~pta­
tion to scatter is constant, but marked progress will not be noted in any smgle 
direction until oae idea has been dwelt upon long enough to have become 
thoroughly familiar. There is enough unexplored territory in the ~ealm of 
primary reading and primary arithmetic to occupy the monthly institutes of 
any county for a full year.--J. E. Dow, for many years the superintendent 
of the Peoria schools, is now occupying a similar posit.ion in Boulder, Color-
ado. Illinois men seen to be in demand there. Mr. Gove is winning golden 
opinions at Denver, while Mr. Dow has no reason to complain of his treat-
ment at Bflulder, having recently been appointed to the chair of Ancient 
Languages in the State University. Indeed, these gentlemen seeme!i to have 
impressed the authorities of Colorado so pleasantly that they are anxious to 
import more Illinois material. 
--------------------The Eleventh Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction 
will soon be ready for distribution. The delay is wholly due to the tardiness 
of the state printer. We have before us the first 160 pages. The report 
abounds in statistiC., the first 140 pages being occupied by tabular statements 
of various educational data. The whole number of persons of school age 
by the census of 1876 is 973,589. Of this number, 687,446 were enrolled as 
pupils in 11,905 public schools. Whole number of teachers, 22,121, of 
whom four-sevenths were J emales. There are 822 graded schools, and 110, 
high schools. The state supports 527 private schools, which have an average 
attendance of about 94. 1,276 teachers are employed, making the total 
teaching force of the state 23,397. There are 1,091 district libraries and 
11,693 school·houses. ' Notwithstanding the facilities for education, 5,508 il-
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literates still languish in the bonds of ignorance. Legislators and school di-
rectors are respectfully requested "to make a note on't." The grumblers 
will read with a hearty relish the statement of expenditures for .1876-
$8 268.539-58. If that isn't an argument against public schools, what can 
be? The anti-school philanthropists will make delightful summaries of the 
poor' that could be fed, and the number of itinerant tramps than could "fare 
sumptuously every day" on the interest alone. The tow,:,ship fund now 
amounts to about five millions of dollars, nearly all of which IS loaned. The 
average male teacher pockets $47.06 of "the dear people's" money every 
four weeks while his female colaborer must content herself with $32 .3°. 
The above'fact illustrates anew the natural depravity of the average male 
heart. The salaries of county superintendents. average about $725, and the 
average expense for pupils is $7.83. During the year 1876,346 institutes 
were held with an attendance of 7,401. Only $870 were contributed by 
counties f~r their support. The above will suffice for the present iss~ : We 
shall take occasion to COl}tinue the review in a future number. 
And now our Legislature has heroically grappled with the "uniform text-
book problem." H . B. No. 697 is "A. bill for an act to secure uniformity of 
text-books to be used in the common schools of the state, and to reduce the 
cost of the same." The plan of the bill is, in brief, as follows: A commis-
sion of seven is to be appointed. The Governor, State Superintendent, and 
Attorney General are to be ex-oiJicio members, and of the remaining four only 
two shall be professional teachers. The commission is to receive no com-
pensation. Thc bill .kindly provides, however, for their traveling expenses. 
When they shall have organized, they are to advertise for proposals to furnish 
a Primer, Speller, First, Second, Third, Fourth, and Sixtl, Reader (Why. 
this discrimination against the Fifth f), a Practical Grammar, a Grammar 
(not practical ?), a First, Second, and Third Arithmetic, two books of Geog-
rapby, aU. S. History, ~n~ such other elementary works, n~t . exc~eding two 
in number, as the comnUS51On may select. As soon as a deCISIOn IS reached, 
" the trouble begins:" The directors must make an estimate 01 the number 
of books needed, and report to the township J:reasurers; these, in turn, make 
requisitions upon the State Superintendent, and he upon the contractor. The 
contractor sends the books to the several county clerks, the State Superinten-
dent certifies to the amount due him, and the State Treasurer foots the bill. 
The superintendent fixes a price to cover cost of transmission, the county 
boards direct the county treasurers to pay for the same. In the distribution 
of the funds to the districts, the amounts due for the books are withheld, and 
at last each sovereign district is "set up" in the book business. This is the 
essence of the plan. Should the state of I11inois enter into this foolish com-
pact, it will have occasion to curse its folly before a single year has elapsed'. 
Let us look into the matter a little . The committee havmg the matter in 
charge estimate the annual expense for books at $15 per pupil. This is a 
gross exaggeration. Two-fifths of this amount is too high. They then mul-
tlply' $IS by the whole ?lumber of persolls of school age, whereas but two-
thirds of this number are enrolled, and not more than half attend with any 
degree of regularity. . By their estimates the committe~ easily figure out a 
saving of $6,000 ,000; It would be Just as easy to make It twelve. They de-
cline to receive a discount of more tlJ.an 40 per cent., when it is a well· known 
fact that large quantities of books are furnished at the same rate now-vIz.: 
at introduction prices. The seven gentlemen who are to constitute the pro-
posed commiSSIOn will have the letting or a contract, which, by the commit-
tee's estimate, would amount to $54,000,000, since the compact is to continue 
~ix years. The State Superintendent must pass upon the contractor's bill, and 
certify as to whether the books are up to the standard of excellence. These 
gentlemen would need to have printed forms for circulation, denying all com-
plicity in, or knowledge of, anything irregular in the management of this im-
mense business. They wouldn't have time to write replies to the charges 
made by a suspicious press. We commend to our readers the articles upon 
this subject, that have already appeared in the pages of the WEEKLY. 
At the Winnebago County Teachers' Institute, held at Rockford, April 2d, 
3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, the following resolutions were adopted: 
Resolved-That our thanks are extended to the trustees of the Westminster 
Presbyterian, and also State Street Baptist churches for the generous use of 
their edifices. 
Resolved-That we have been interested and instructed by the addresses and 
exercises given by the ladies and gentlemen from abroad who have so mater· 
ially aided us in making our institute a success. 
Resolved-That we recognize our special obligations to Prof. Hood, Prin-
cipal Barbour, and their assistants, for the excellent music they have furnished 
us at our evening sessions. 
Resolved-That the thanks of the teachers of this institute are due and are 
hereby tendered to the officers of the Rockford Watch Company, for per-
mitting them to visit their factory, and especially to. Secretary H . B. Holland 
and Master Britton for many courtesies received. 
Resolved-That we, as teachers, express our appreciation of !!Ie efforts of 
otic worthy superintendent, Mrs. M. L. Carpenter, for her earnest and untir-
' ing endeavors to render the exercises of this session not only entertaining, but 
profitable. 
Resolved-That a copy of these resolutions be furnished to each-of our 
county papers, and to THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY for publication . 
LEWIS GOODRICH, 
MARY S. HOLMAN, 
MARGARET McAFFEE, 
A. W. MCPHERSON, 
G'E;O. ,C. SANRORN, 
Wisconsin. 
THE Milwaukee News says that the scholars of the public schools have been very industrious in the work of preparing drawings to :pe sent to 
New York and Brooklyn for examination. About 3,000 drawing'- are ready 
to be sent. The work is very fine. Out of several hundred examined, the 
News was unable to find a single one that was not a credit to the 'Milwaukee 
schools and the system of instruction used.--The Milwaukee schools have 
connected with them what are called Juvenile Literary Societies.--The La-
fayette County Democrat contains a report of the Darlington High Schoql for 
the winter term, which includes attendance, punctuality, deportment, scholar· 
ship, and rank, marked on a scale of 100 . . There arc four classes, in all ' of 
which thereare 64 scholars. Dwight Kinney is the principal, and is assisted 
by Olive E. Perkins. The report makes a good showi,ng for the schooI,--
The Menasha Press, in a very complimentary account of' the graduating exer· 
cises of the High School, acknowledges a pride in the schools of the city, and 
in those scholars they are sending out into life, so richly endowed with that 
refinement and culture which are ever essential to make life a success. The 
graduating class numbers eight. Supt. Ballard gave an instructive and elo-
quent address. Prof. Abbey seems possessed of great energy of character. 
--The Brodhead High School graduated a class of seven at the close of 
the winter term. The li,depmdent ·speaks in high terms of the graduating 
exercises and of the management of the school under Principal Whitford. 
The Institute at Waukesha, two weeks ago, was'largely attended, there being 
over 100 members. Thirty new subscriptions were received for the WEEKLY. 
Many graduates of our State University were in attendance. A. W . Smith, 
of Wauwatosa, was present. Prof. Phelps lectured to a large audience Fri-
day evening. All were much pleased.--At Oconomowoc, J. H. Tilton, 
who has traveled extensively in Europe, is principal of the public schools, 
assisted by Misses Thompson, Cole, Sherw.ood, and Stratton. The last. named 
is a graduate of Hillsdare College. Miss Anna B. Sewell, assisted by Miss 
Stretter, is teaching a select school. Miss Grace P. Jones still has charge ~f a 
young ladies' seminary.--The city of Watertown employs twenty teachers 
in the public scheols. Parish schools are numerous.--Janesville employs 
thirty·five teachers in the public schools. P. 
Indian·a. 
THE state collegiate oratorical contest took. place in the Opera House at Indi-anapolis, M"rch 23d. The contestants were Safe Pence, Hanover College; 
I. T. Burton, Butler University; J. E. Keene, Asbury University; N. J . Howe, 
F ranklin College; and R. B. Hawkins, of the State University. The first 
prize was awarded to Mr. H awkins, and the second to Mr. Pencc. Mr. 
Hawkins has been publicly charged with plagiarizing from an article on "PO-
litical Corruption," by David Dudley Field, and published in the fnternatiolzal 
Review. President Lemuel Moss comes to the rescue in a communication 
to the Indianapolis Journal. He says: "It is true that after Mr. Ha,.wkins 
had written his speech and read it to one of his professors, it was suggested 
to him that it might be well for him to read Mr. Field's essay . . This Mr. 
Hawkins did, and then unwisely substituted five sentences of Mr. Field's for 
his own introduction. These are the five sentences quoted against him, a~d 
constitute the sum of Mr. Hawkins's offending. * * * Mr. Hawkins's 
speech undoubtedly grew, not out of his practical .acquaintance with public 
life, but out of the discussions of the class-room, and out of his reading of 
readily accessible authors. And this is equally true, as it !Dust be and ought 
to be with the other speeches delivered at Indianapolis."--Gov. Williams 
("Blue Jeans,'~) is said to denounce Indiana's "extravagant school system." 
He gives it as his opinion that no township in the state ought to support a 
school of more than five month's duration in the year. The Indianapolis 
Journal, on the contrary, declares that the particular thing in which Gov. 
Williams, as the executive of the state, ought to take special pride, is "the 
megnificent school system it enjoys, and the princely revenue by which it is 
maintained." It adds : "The criticism which the Governor is credited with, 
if it be correctly reported, is the criticism of ignorance and bigotry, begotten 
of the belief that old-time ways of doing things are good enough and should 
not be improved."--The School Board of Indianapolis have made a read-
justment of salaries for the coming year the total reductions of which aggre-
gate about $18,000. The burden of the reduction falls upon the High School. 
Salaries in that department have been reduced from ten to twenty-five per 
cent. 
Iowa. 
IOWA'S first school house 'was built in Dubuqu~, in the fall of 1833. Some miners contributed the funds for its erection. We believe Mr. George 
Cabbage was the first teacher. About thirty-five pupils attended the school. 
Honor to George Cabbage, the pioneer school teacher of Iowa !--The I~wa 
Reform School is located at Eldora, Hardin' county. A large percentage of 
the person~ brought before our courts began their career of crime while they 
were children. Hence, this institution was established partly for the punish-, 
ment, but mainly for the reformation of boys who are transgressors of thll 
laws, or unruly and vicious. . The aim is to make goed citizens of them. They 
are ~aught the common branches of education, and instructed in use(ul ein.~ . 
_ r , 
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ployments.--Columbia county has three thousand five hundred thirty-six 
farmers.--It is estimated that about seventeen thousand Iowans spent up· 
wards of two millions of dollars at the Centennial.--Several years ago, 
Bishop Fraser, a distinguished Englishman, visited this country for the pur-
pose of examining the merits of our common school system. Speaking of the 
readiness and cheerfulness with which the American people respond to the 
call made upon them for the support of their schools, and alluding to the large 
expenditures necessary to carry on this gigantic work of popular education, 
he says: "Viewed as a burden pressing equally on the property of the whole 
community, they are quite uQparalleled. That they are borne so generally 
without complaint, and, indeed, that the amount appropriated to the public 
schools keeps growing so considerahly year by year, is the proof, if proof 
were wanting, of the value the Americans attach to their system of education, 
and of their determinatipn that it" shall be efficiently maintained."--The 
foll owing gentlemen have serv·ed as Superintendents of Public Instruction of 
Iowa: Dr. William Reynolds, 1841-2; James Harlan, 1847-8; Thomas H. 
Benton, Jr., 1848-54; James D. Eads, 1854- 7; Maturin L. Fisher, 1857-8. 
In 1858 the office was abobshed, and its duties were assigned to the Secretary 
of the State Board of Education. Thomas H . Benton Jr., was secretary from 
1859 to 1863 ; H. A. Wiltse, 1863-4. The office of Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction was created March, 1864. Oran Faville held the office from 
the last named date until 1867; D. Franklin Wells, 1867-8; Abraham S. 
Kissell, 1868-72; Alonzo Abernethy, 1872-6; Carl W. von Ccellen, 1876-. 
--The State Reform School is located at Eldora. The H~mld, published at 
that place, is resposible for this item : "A little fellow, thirteen years of age, 
was sent to the Reform SchQ,OI, a few weeks ago, from Benton- county. The 
only charge against the lad was, that he Had, at various times, entered his 
father's cellar, without the latter's permission, and taken some apples to eat. 
For tbis offense he was sent up as an incorrigible. His father is a wealthy 
man." 
Ohio. 
MEN OR WOMEN, OR BOTH ?-How shall the expenses Jor public schools be reduced, is the question which occupies the attention of 
boards of education in Ohio. One of the ways which have been suggested 
by which expenses can be reduced, is to exclude men from the schools, and 
substitute women in their stead . . Woman having demonstrated her fitness 
and aptness to teach and control, has led many to believe that the school-
room is her rightful domain. It is asserted, and with some truth, that for 
five hundred dollars the services of a better qualified woman can be pro-
cured "than the like services of a man for one thousand dollars. Again, it is 
claimed that experience has shown that in teaching-power sbe is tbe peer of 
mal); that a man to he a teacher must in the nature of things b'ecome effemi-
nate. In illustration, 1 quote the words of a gentleman whose daughter and 
a man were rival applicants for a vacant position: '" 1 despise the man who 
has no higher ambition than to lord it over little children." Another has 
said : "Leave religion and children to the women ; men have other and 
greater duties to perform." To such no reply need be made. In the prima-
ry schools women are doing what men cannot do. In the grammar and high 
schoofs they have also. shown teaching power and ability to control equal to 
the ablest men in the profession, and the time will come, if their employers 
live long enough, when they will cover their heads for shame because they 
did not I!"ive equal pay to men and women for equal service rendered. But, 
as Dr. Clark says, "Sex is sex," a woman is not a man. If education con-
siste.d in mere~y giving instruction, it would be of little consequence whether 
rh.e IOstructo~ IS a man or a woman; but education is development, the form -
atIOn of habIts and character, and still more the inspiration of mind and 
soul .wlth the highest aims and purposes. The development should be sym-
metncal, rounded, and complete. This one reason is sufficient of Itself to 
show how essential to the proper training of a child is the influence of both 
man and woman. Woman bnngs to the schoolroom and throws over her 
pupils the genial- sunshine of love, peace, and confidence, and leads them to 
obedience by persuasion and kindness, and cultivates within them womanly 
R?pirations; man brings with him to the schoolroom, and throws over the pu-
pIl. a st~~nger ligh~, controls by severer methods, and inspires the pupils with 
an ambition ~o aC~leve succe~s by manly effort and in a manly way. The 
nature of c~lid-mlO~, the phllos~phy o~ education in all ages, and among all 
people, famIly relations and family dulles, the hallowed relations of husband 
~ an~ wife,. pa~ent a!ld child, son and daughter, society and its manifold obli-
gations bmdlOg ahke upon men and women of which it is composed, the 
mu~ual dep~nden~e of the on~ ~pon the other, the equality of the sexes in 
theIr G?d-glven nghts. and pnv~leges,. the constitutional peculiarities and their 
a~aptatu~n to occupatIOns m hfe ahke honorable and important, although 
WIdely dIfferent, and the progress of Christian civilization, require that both 
men and women should be tbe teachers of the children. It is to be hoped 
that boards of education will b~ brought to see that the t;mployment of more 
m~n rath,er than a.less number m the schools would be wiser, and in the long 
run more econonucal. 
Chicago N o-tes. 
Prof. JAMEs HANNAN, Cbicago. 
THE April meeting ef the Principals' Association was held according to . announc~ent, at the ?sual plilce of meeting, on the morning of the '7th 
Instant. Mr. PIckard occ~pled the chair. 
. InspeCtor Wells, ex-Superintendent of Schools, was present, and as chair-
man of the commitfee on T ext-books and Course of Instruction of the Board 
of EduGation, extended a cordial invitation to members of the Association to 
confer freely with the committee and himself as to any changes deemed ad-
visable in matters with which that committee have concern. 
Superintendent Pickard occupied considerable time in speaking of various 
matters of interest. His remarks may be thus summarized: Referring to Mr. 
Wells' labors a.~ a teacber, a generation and a half ago, in Massachusetts, and 
telling how his ex treme youth at that time prevented his being Mr. Wells' pu-
pil, he said that the habits of the youth of that day, as he remembered them, 
differed very materially from those we how witness, especially in reference to 
the treatment of older persons., and deportment in the streets. Pupils did not 
now make obeisance when visitors called upon them, nor does the habit of 
removing the hat upon meeting an older person prev~il to any considerable 
extent. eInstances from the Superintendent's recent experience were given in 
illnstration. The success of the public schools, and the consequent confidenc 
of parents in the teachers, increased the labors and responsibilities of the lat-
ter in this matter, and the especial attention of principals was invited to it. 
In this connection, and incident to the season now npon us, special care shonld 
be given to the prevention of cruelty, first, of children to each other, and then 
to animals, especially birds. Unceasing care should also be given to securing 
respect for old age under whatever aspect of misfortune, or even of fault, it 
. may be encountered. 
In matter of scolarship, principals were reminded that it was injudicious 
and injurious to anticipate grade work. Sufficient for each grade was the 
proper work thereof. There was ~ tendency, especially in mathematics, in • 
, some quarters, to do more or call for more on examination for promotion than 
the grade calls for. 
In reading, attention should be given more to the meanings of words than 
to criticism of mere mistakes. In this wayan easy and extensive ·command 
of language will be acquired, a thing of priceless value to the student. 
In matter of discipline, the Superintendent thought that with the coming 
fine weather, pupils might be excluded from school buildings until nearly 
school time-at any rate until the arrival of their teachers. Reference was 
made to the practice of some teachers of retaining young pupils after school, 
. and it was unqualifiedly and severely condemned. Principals were request~d 
to report the names of teachers who resorted to this practice habitually . . It 
was desirable to dismiss with greater promptness than prevailed in some in-
stances. 
The balance of the time was occupied in the discussion of the topics 
"Ventilation , vVarming, and Cleaning." It was short but very interesting. 
The speakers were Messrs. Loomis and Haase, Mrs. Hardick, and Miss Bar-
nard. The questions to be settled at the next meeting are, "What shall be 
done with pupils who come to school too early?" and "'Vhat shall be donc 
with pupils who come too late?" Meeting, May 12~h. 
Publishers' Notes. 
THE State of Ohio is represented in. our columns this week for the first time, by Supt. R. w. Stevenson, of the Columbus public schools, whose 
name we are pleased to add to our list of state editors. Our increasing list of 
subscribers in the Eastern and Middle States will soon make it necessary for 
us to give them all a more prominent recognition in our" State Departments." 
- The article by Rev. A. D. Mayo, in this number of tbe W EEKLY, is wer-
thy of being copied into every paper in the land. Let every subscriber read 
it carefully. 
TESTIMONY FOR JOHNSON'S CYCLOPEDIA. 
Prof. C. C. C. Paine, Box 235, Chicago, III.: 
DEAR SIR :-The set of Johnson'S Universal Cyclopedia ordered for our 
schools was duly receIved . Since they came I have spelit much of my leisure 
in giving them a careful examination, and the more' I look at them the more 
rich in valuable information they seem. The scientific subjects are especially 
well written and complete. 
After a careful comparison of many of the articles with the same in the 
American, I have decided that for me Johnson'S is preferable even if the two 
were to be had at the same price. 
The availability· of the information given, the arrangement of the topics 
under different headings, the signature of the writer of each of the longer 
articles, and the greater number of topics, have all had an influence in bring-
ing me to this decision. 
Having heard it stated that Johnson's contained a greater number of topics 
than the American (which I did not believe) I made an experiment with the 
following result: By taking two words at random in one, and comparing the 
n'lmber of topics between those two words with the number of topics between 
the same words in the other, I thought to secure a fair estimate of the com-
parative number of topics. The result was, that after making three separate 
trials of this kind in .as many different places, I found the whole number of 
topics cO,llnted in the American, including the subdivisions in which several 
different. pe~ons or places are described under one general heading to be 
664, whIle m Johnson'S the number is 1,027. 
In shor~, I am very m~ch pleased with the work in every respect, and feel 
~ure t~at ItS comp;ehenslv~ness, coupled with its cheapness, cannot fail to 
make ItS name an mdex of Its use-Universal. 
The . thought that by their own efforts they have secured so valuable a set 0 
books IS a source of constant gratification to my pupils. 
Yours very truly, WARREN J. BRIER. 
PLYMOUTH WIS., ¥arch 27, 1877. 
